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HOW’S THE MARKET?
Listings up, buyers willing if banks are.

Despite the sensationalist reporting in some sectors
of the media, there is no shortage of buyers in the
current property market.
Leading indicators of market sentiment such as
internet activity, enquiry level and inspection numbers
all remain healthy. The challenge comes when
the interested buyer approaches their respective
financial institution.
The credit squeeze through the banks has been the
catalyst for the current market downturn. Fortunately
for those vendors prepared to sell at current market
price, there are still ample buyers willing to pay a
fair market price. The odd sale is still achieving near
boom time prices, highlighting the volatility in the
current market.
Interest rates remain at record lows and look set
to stay that way for some time. As prices begin to
show more value, buyers now face some of the best
buying conditions since 2012.
Along with finance, sentiment has a huge bearing on
how the property market performs.
In a boom, buyers tend to feel as though they are
buying at the top of the market. In a matter of weeks,
the purchase looks sound. Conversely, in a falling
market, sellers feel as though they are the chump
selling at the bottom of the cycle. By the time the sale
settles, they are relieved they sold when they did.
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18 Ennis Street, Balmain sold after more than 113 enquiries
and 5 offers were made during the campaign.
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An interesting legal dispute between one of
Adelaide’s highest profile real estate firms had a
fascinating settlement. Toop & Toop Real Estate sued
one of their former top sales agents who absconded
with confidential client data when she left for a rival
firm, Harris Real Estate.
The agent and Harris Real Estate settled the case
with Toop & Toop Real Estate for a whopping
$750,000. Originally the agent was the sole
defendant but the director of Harris Real Estate,
who is President of the South Australian Real Estate
Institute, was also pulled into the case, due to his
company’s use of the confidential information.
The settlement provides consumers with an insight
into the importance of data as we head into the
digital age, leaving the advertising era behind. For an
industry that is addicted to advertising using clients’
money, it is fascinating to see the importance they
place on data.

The age old question - who owns
the relationship and the data, the
firm or the employee?

Consumers have often wondered, whether it’s right,
when an agent, who has moved firms, suddenly
begins contacting prospects on private phone
numbers. If your Westpac bank manager moved to
ANZ, does it give them the right to carry all of your
private data across to another firm?

Given the personal nature of real estate agents’
relationships with their client base, the question of
confidentiality has never been tested like this before.
In the old days, agents moving firms would advertise
excessively announcing their new place of work.
Direct marketing with data is far more powerful, rapid
and infinitely cheaper for the marketer. However,
consumers who pass personal details over in good
faith don’t expect their personal details to then move
around the local real estate agencies as agents
move firms.
It was alleged the agent took data and more than
200 physical files prior to her departure from Toop
& Toop.
In this instance, one agent has successfully pursued
another for a data breach. Consumers who find their
personal information pushed around the community
for the agent’s commercial benefit may take aim too.
Whilst not every agent who changes firms engages
in data theft, there is little doubt the act is rampant
and synonymous with many agents who change
firms.
Clients who willingly follow an agent is clean
business, agents who steal data to win clients is
dirty business.
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The interim report from the Banking Royal
Commission was released in late September. The
damning evidence highlighting the banks behaviour
is likely to see further and tougher lending standards
imposed into the marketplace.

... sell before purchasing when
the market is declining

There are three major considerations for anyone
planning to sell an Inner West property in the next
6 to 12 months:
•
•
•

Further credit tightening by APRA
Labor’s plan to remove negative gearing
Westconnex construction phase

Any further softness in property prices creates an
opportunity for first home buyers, investors and
upgraders to take advantage of the value on offer.
For those looking to purchase in the next 12 months,
they would be well advised to consider:
•
•
•
•

At what point does the market bottom and then
potentially bounce
Good properties remain competitive and in high
demand
A home is a home before it is an investment and
cycles are a normal function of any market.
As prices fall, housing affordability improves and
purchasing becomes more appealing

Listings at 6 year high
Listings (stock on market) are at 6 year highs and
sales volumes are at multi year lows. New listings
are coming onto the market at a faster rate than
sales are occurring. If you are selling in order to buy
another home, the change in conditions is neither
positive or negative. The game simply needs to be
played according to the conditions of the day.
That means buying gets easier to the same degree
that selling gets tougher. Upgrading in a down market
is one of the savviest property plays to be made in
a softening environment. The key to truly executing
this play is to sell before purchasing when the market
is declining. Once you have sold, the market trend
becomes your friend.
Excess stock levels ensure the need to price
accurately. Chasing a boom time price in an
oversupplied property market sets up a disappointing
outcome.
Another key indicator to watch is the absorption
rate of the stock on market. Do the listings turn over
quickly, above or close to the price guide - or do
they languish? This indicator can vary from suburb to
suburb. It can also vary in different segments within
the same suburb. Houses may be performing strongly
but apartments struggle for example. Or houses in
the sub $1.2 million range turnover consistently in
comparison to houses above $4 million.
By watching these key market indicators, you will
attain a fairly accurate sense of how the market is
performing in your market segment.

In a boom, buyers tend to feel as though they are buying at the top of the market.

ADVERTISING COSTS CONTINUE TO
RISE EVEN WHEN THE MARKET DOESN’T

A lot is made of how expensive the Sydney property
market is on a global scale. There is a second market
that Sydney is a world leader in when it comes
to expensive – real estate internet advertising.
Homeowners pay more to market their homes on the
internet in Sydney and Australia, broadly speaking,
than just about anywhere else in the world.

to outlay for real estate advertising on the internet.
One stockbroker made insightful comments prior
to the release of the recent Fairfax results. The
firm was looking for ‘any indication that real estate
agents were beginning to resist price increases’ from
Domain.

In the days of newspapers, agents became
addicted to a model called VPA. That’s Vendor Paid
Advertising. The agent convinced the client to spend
excessive amounts of money on advertising their
home, using the ‘old chestnut’, more advertising
equals a higher price.

While everyone is asking, how
high can house prices go? Others
are asking, how high can these
advertising rates go?

Homesellers collectively ‘invested millions of dollars’
each year thinking they were selling their home when
they were actually buying advertising which promoted
the agent more than the property in question.

Agents may be showing subtle signs of stress at
the price increases. Off market transactions are
increasing as agents aim to use their database as
opposed to chase excessive VPA. Neither consumers
or agents are showing an appetite for annual price
increases three times the rate of inflation.

The seller unwittingly paid to build the agent’s profile
and branding, regardless of the success of the sales
campaign.
Then the internet became the dominant marketing
tool and essentially wiped newspaper advertising
out. Now everything old is new again as VPA has
returned with a vengeance and a digital veneer.
Agents are now looking to outspend each other on
the internet with bigger ads at the owners expense.
That would be fine if the homeseller and agent
gained a joint benefit from all this advertising. Alas,
homebuyers are interested in the property not the
size of the advertisement.
Real estate advertising expenditure has exploded
in the past 20 years from nothing to billion dollar
companies. Some individual internet ads cost as
much as $3,000. On a global scale, this puts Aussie
home sellers at the top of the heap when it comes

Opportunists sense the gap in the market too. This is
why your television and radio is awash with discount
agents and referral firms promising the ‘same for
less’ as full service realtors offer.
The key when assessing the right marketing
campaign for your home is to define the outcome
you desire. Once you are clear on that point, pick
the most economical and efficient path to achieving
the outcome. If a total marketing campaign delivers
genuine buyers to your doorstep for $3,000 or
$4,000, why spend $8,000 or $10,000? If an
agent, asks you to spend $10,000 to find a buyer,
ensure they are able to justify the extra expense. If
expensive internet advertising is such good value, let
the real estate agent pay. They’re the party getting
the most benefit from it.

